Abstract. The regularity and characterization of solutions to degenerate, quasilinear SPDE is studied. Our results are two-fold: First, we prove regularity results for solutions to certain degenerate, quasilinear SPDE driven by Lipschitz continuous noise. In particular, this provides a characterization of solutions to such SPDE in terms of (generalized) strong solutions. Second, for the one-dimensional stochastic mean curvature flow with normal noise we adapt the notion of stochastic variational inequalities to provide a character- 
Introduction
The study of degenerate SPDE has attracted much interest in recent years. As a model example let us consider the following stochastic p-Laplace type SPDE dX t = divφ(∇X t )dt + B(X t )dW t (1.1)
with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on bounded, smooth domains O ⊆ R d , for some monotone φ ∈ C 1 (R d ; R d ) satisfying the coercivity property φ(ξ) · ξ ≥ c|ξ| p ∀ξ ∈ R for some c > 0. In the following let W be a trace-class Wiener process on L 2 (O). In the case p > 1 a variational approach to such SPDE (under some further assumptions) has been developed in [RRW07] for some c > 0. In the degenerate case p = 1 these methods do not apply anymore, since the reflexivity of the energy space W 1,p (O) is lost. In particular, this difficulty appears for the stochastic mean curvature flow in one spatial dimension dX t = ∂ 2 x X t 1 + (∂ x X t ) 2 dt + B(X t )dW t (1.3) = ∂ x arctan(∂ x X t ) + B(X t )dW t , on O = (0, 1) and the stochastic total variation flow
Restricting to more regular initial data (i.e. x 0 ∈ H 1 0 (O)), in [ESvR12] an alternative, variational approach, applicable to the stochastic mean curvature flow (1.3) has been developed, based on the coercivity property
This approach was subsequently generalized in [GT13] to multi-valued SPDE including the stochastic total variation flow (1.4). The restriction to regular initial data (x 0 ∈ H 1 0 (O)) is crucial to this approach, since it allows to work with solutions taking values in H 1 0 (O). For general initial data x 0 ∈ L 2 (O) solutions to (1.3), (1.4) could be constructed in [ESvR12, GT13] in a limiting sense only. That is, it has been shown that for each sequence x n 0 → x in L 2 (O) with x n 0 ∈ H 1 0 (O) the corresponding variational solutions X n converge to a limit X independent of the chosen approximating sequence x n 0 . However, no characterization of X in terms of a (generalized) solution to the corresponding SPDE could be given. In particular, this problem remained unsolved for the stochastic mean curvature flow with normal noise dX t = ∂ x (arctan(∂ x X t )) dt + α 1 + |∂ x X t | 2 • dβ t , (1.6) on O = (0, 1) with periodic boundary conditions. We quote from [ESvR12] [ESvR12, FLP14] . A numerical treatment may be found in [FLP14] , higher dimensional results in [SY04, LS98b, LS98a, LS00, DLN01] .
Recently, for the special case of the total variation flow with linear multiplicative noise
with f k : O → R, the problem of characterizing solutions for general initial data x 0 ∈ L 2 (O) has been solved in [BR13] by introducing the concept of stochastic variational inequalities (SVI), a notion first developed in [BDPR09] for (1.7) with additive noise. It is shown in [BR13] that the limiting solutions to (1.7) obtained in [GT13] can be uniquely characterized as SVI solutions to (1.7). For more general SPDE of the type (1.1), e.g. the stochastic mean curvature flow, the problem of characterizing solutions for general initial data remained open.
The latter problem is solved in the current paper. Our results are two-fold: First, we prove that in certain situations more regularity of solutions to degenerate SPDE than previously expected can be proved. In these cases, the concept of SVI solutions is not necessary to characterize solutions for general initial data, since we may work with (analytically) strong solutions instead (cf. Definition 2.4 below). This extends regularity results for degenerate, quasilinear SPDE developed in [Ges12] and applies to degenerate p-Laplace type equations
2) below). Among other examples, this includes the stochastic mean curvature flow with vertical noise (cf. [ESvR12] ), i.e. (1.8) with φ = arctan, which significantly sharpens the regularity results obtained in [ESvRS12] . More precisely, for general initial data
for each τ > 0, which allows to characterize X as a generalized strong solution to (1.8) (cf. Definition 2.4 below). Note that (1.9) entails a regularizing effect with respect to the initial condition, i.e. while x 0 ∈ L 2 (O) we observe that X takes values in the domain of divφ(∇·), dt ⊗ dP-almost everywhere.
For the stochastic mean curvature flow with normal noise (1.6) additional difficulties appear, due to the irregularity of the noise. Informally rewriting (1.6) in Itô form yields
Again, we prove new regularity results for X of the type
In contrast to (1.8), this improved regularity does not yield the existence of generalized strong solutions due to the additional term
We resolve this issue by introducing a notion of SVI solutions to (1.6) and by proving the existence and uniqueness of SVI solutions for each initial condition x 0 ∈ L 2 (O). The results thus parallel those of [BR13] for the case of the stochastic total variation flow (1.4). However, in contrast to [BR13] our method does not rely on a transformation into a random PDE, which leads to the restriction to linear multiplicative noise (cf.
(1.7)) in [BR13] . We would also like to point out a difference in the role played by SVI solutions in the case of (1.4) and (1.6): The necessity to work with SVI solutions in [BR13] is grounded in the singularity of the multi-valued sign function Sgn(ξ) = ξ |ξ| . More precisely, if we replace Sgn by a smooth function φ in (1.4) we are in the setting of (1.8) and generalized strong solutions exist. In contrast to this, the difficulties arising for (1.6) are due to the irregularity of the noise, rather than the irregularity of φ. Nonetheless, in both cases SVI solutions provide the means to uniquely characterize solutions for general initial data.
1.1. Notation. In the following let O ⊆ R d be a bounded set with smooth boundary. For a Hilbert space H we define C k l.b. (H) to be the set of all continuous functions on H with k continuous derivatives that are locally bounded on H. We will work with the usual Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces
)(·, v)∇v be the total gradient. In the proofs, as usual, constants may change from line to line.
Stochastic Parabolic quasilinear problems for linear growth functionals
We consider SPDE of the form
with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on bounded, convex, smooth domains O ⊆ R d with d ≤ 6. Here, β k are independent Brownian motions and
where
In particular, this includes additive noise, i.e. g k ∈ C 1 0 (Ō) and linear multiplicative noise, i.e. g k (x, r) = ϕ k (x)r for ϕ k ∈ C 1 (Ō). We assume φ = ∇ψ for some non-negative, convex, radial ψ ∈ C 2 (R d ; R) with ψ(0) = 0, φ, Dφ being Lipschitz and 
ii. Minimal surface/image denoising (cf. [GT13, BR13, GR92, KOJ05]):
We note that ψ(ξ) = ε + |ξ| 2 may be considered as a smooth approximation to the total variation functional ψ(ξ) = |ξ|. In [GR92] a general class of nonlinearities ψ has been considered with regard to application in image restoration (cf. also [ROF92] ).
Remark 2.2. The same methods as developed in this section may be applied to nonlinearities arising in generalized Newtonian fluids:
with p ∈ (1, 2). For simplicity we restrict to linear growth functionals satisfying (2.2).
In this section we will work with the Hilbert spaces H = L 2 (O) and
where´O ψ(µ)dx for a bounded Radon measure µ with Lebesgue decomposition Remark 2.3. Under certain additional assumptions on ψ (cf. [ACM02] for details) the following characterization of the subgradient of ϕ has been given in [ACM02] :
where [z, ν] denotes the weak trace for z ∈ X(O).
Our arguments will, however, not rely on this identification of the subgradient. We note that ϕ |H 1 0 is Gateaux-differentiable with derivative
Using that ϕ is the lower-semicontinuous hull of ϕ |H 1 0 this implies:
. Hence, we may rewrite (2.1) in the relaxed form
In [ESvR12, GT13] a variational framework for regular initial conditions x 0 ∈ H 1 0 has been developed, while for general initial data x 0 ∈ H solutions to (2.1) could only be constructed in a limiting sense. In the following we will introduce stronger notions of solutions to (2.1) based on the subgradient formulation (2.4). The main result will be the proof of existence of solutions in this stronger sense. This includes the proof of higher regularity of solutions.
for which there exists a selection η ∈ −∂ϕ(X), dt ⊗ dP-a.e. is said to be a i. strong solution to (2.1) if
and P-a.s.
for all τ > 0, as an equation in H.
We prove the existence of strong solutions to (2.1) for initial conditions x 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω; H) satisfying Eϕ(x 0 ) < ∞. Moreover, we will prove regularizing properties with respect to the initial condition due to the subgradient structure of the drift. This allows to characterize solutions for initial conditions x 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω; H), which before were constructed in a limiting sense only.
i. There is a unique generalized strong solution (X, η) to (2.1) and (X, η) satisfies
ii. If Eϕ(x 0 ) < ∞. Then, there is a unique strong solution (X, η) to (2.1) satisfying
The (generalized) strong solution X coincides with the limit solution constructed in [ESvR12] .
The proof of Theorem 2.5 proceeds in several steps. In order to justify our calculations we will consider a vanishing viscosity approximation to (2.1). Let us first assume x 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω; H 1 0 ). We will remove this restriction in the end of the proof. We consider the following non-degenerate approximation:
with Lipschitz continuous derivatives given by
To check the claimed continuity we note that
with Lipschitz continuous derivatives. Moreover, ϕ ε is a convex, lower-semicontinuous function on H 1 0 with (single-valued) subgradient given by
We will now prove that in fact X ε is a strong solution in the following sense:
for some constant C independent of ε > 0.
Proof. In the following we let (e i ) ∞ i=1 be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of −∆ on L 2 . We further let P n : H → span{e 1 , . . . , e n } be the orthogonal projection onto the span of the first n eigenvectors. We recall that the unique variational solution
) of the solutions to the following Galerkin approximation
Itô's formula then yields
We note that
Using this,
and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality yields
) and we may extract a weakly (weak * resp.) convergent subsequence (for simplicity we stick with the notation X n ). Therefore, we have
By weak lower semicontinuity of the norms we may pass to the limit in (2.8) which yields the claim.
Proof. Note that, using (2.2)
for all v ∈ V . By Itô's formula we have
Choosing K large enough yields the claim.
Based on the strong solution property of X ε we derive the key estimate in the following
for some constant C > 0.
Proof. We first prove (2.10): Let J λ be the resolvent of −∆ on L 2 , i.e. (2.7) ) given by
For (2.10): We apply Itô's formula to tϕ ε,λ (X ε t ) to get:
We first note that
Moreover,
We note
and the right hand side is summable in k. Hence, dominated convergence applies and we obtain By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 we conclude
To prove (2.11) we proceed as above but applying Itô's formula for ϕ ε,λ (X ε t ) instead of tϕ ε,λ (X ε t ).
Proof of Theorem 2.5:
Step 1:
ε1 , X ε2 be two solutions to (2.6) with initial conditions 
we obtain
Using the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, Lemma 2.6 and choosing K large enough implies
Now considering X ε to be a solution to (2.6) with initial condition x 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω;
for ε → 0. Due to Lemma 2.6 we have
For two initial conditions x 
It remains to identify X as a strong solution to (2.1). By Lemma 2.8 we have
and we can choose a sequence ε n such that
We now aim to identify η ∈ −∂ϕ(X), dt⊗dP-almost everywhere. By the subgradient property (∂ϕ
for all z ∈ L 2 and all non-negative θ ∈ L ∞ ([0, T ] × Ω). Taking the limit yields
, dt ⊗ dP-almost everywhere. Thus, η ∈ −∂ϕ(X), dt ⊗ dP-almost everywhere. Since η ∈ H and X ∈ H 1 0 dt ⊗ dP-a.e. by (2.3) we have η = divφ(∇X). It is now easy to deduce that X is a strong solution to (2.1) and X satisfies
and (2.14)
Eϕ
for some constant C > 0 (independent of x 0 ).
Step 2: 
for n → ∞. Moreover, we have the uniform estimates
This allows the extraction of a subsequence and an
We may identify η ∈ −∂ϕ(X) as in Step 1: Since η n ∈ −∂ϕ(X n ), dt ⊗ dP-a.e.
× Ω) and taking the limit n → ∞ yields
and thus η ∈ −∂ϕ(X), dt ⊗ dP-almost everywhere. Note that −∂ϕ(v) = divφ(∇v) is known only for v ∈ H 1 0 which does not apply do X in general. Taking the limit n → ∞ in (2.17), (2.18) yields the claim.
Step 3:
H and let X n be the corresponding strong solutions constructed in step one. By (2.13) we have
for all τ > 0. We may then prove η ∈ −∂ϕ(X) as in Step 1. Hence, X is a generalized strong solution satisfying
Mean curvature flow with (periodic) homogeneous normal noise
In this section we consider the SPDE
with periodic boundary conditions on O = (0, 1) (i.e. d = 1), β being a standard real-valued Brownian motion and α ≤ √ 2. Informally rewriting the Stratonovich formulation of (3.1) in Itô form as in [ESvR12] leads to the SPDE
with periodic boundary conditions on O = (0, 1). Let
where´O ψ(Dv)dx is defined as in Section 2. Since O = (0, 1) we have
In the following, for p ≥ 1 let
It is easy to see that ϕ |H 1 per is Gateaux differentiable with
per it is easy to see that ϕ is the lower-semicontinuous hull of ϕ |H 1 per on L 2 . This implies
Hence, (3.1) may be rewritten in the form
Due to the irregularity of the diffusion coefficients B it does not seem possible to establish the existence of (generalized) strong solution as considered in Section 2. Instead, we introduce a notion of stochastic variational inequalities for (3.3).
For regular initial data x 0 ∈ H 1 per , the existence and uniqueness of variational solutions to (3.1) has been shown in [ESvR12] (cf. also [GT13] for multivalued generalizations). For general initial conditions x 0 ∈ L 2 solutions have been constructed in [ESvR12] in a limiting sense. We now define what we mean by a solution to (3.1):
per ) and solving the equation
we have
Proof. Definition 3.1 (i),(ii) are satisfied by assumption.
x Z r , X r − Z r ) 2 , dt ⊗ dP − a.e. and thus
In conclusion, each strong solution to (3.1) is an SVI solution to (3.1).
The main result of the current section is the proof of well-posedness of (3.1) in the sense of Definition 3.1:
Then there is a unique SVI solution (X, η) to (3.1) in the sense of Definition 3.1 satisfying
In particular, η ∈ L 2 ([0, T ] × Ω; H) and we may take τ = 0 in (3.4). We note
Some parts of the proof of Theorem 3.3 are analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.5. In this case we will restrict to short comments on the required modifications.
The proof proceeds by considering vanishing viscosity approximations and regularizations in the initial condition. We shall first consider the case x 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω; H 1 per ) and
The variational formulation of (3.8) is based on the Gelfand triple
per ) * and the variational operator
By [PR07] there is a unique solution to (3.8) in the sense of a variational solution
Proof. As in Lemma 2.6 we may argue via Galerkin approximations X n , where
Hence,
per . Itô's formula thus implies
the proof may be completed as in Lemma 2.6.
Proof. By Itô's formula and (2.9) we have
For all ε > 0 we have
Proof. We first prove (3.10): Let
As in the proof of Lemma 2.8 we obtain
We first note thatˆO In particular, choosing y 0 = x 0 implies uniqueness of SVI solutions.
Step 3: x 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω; H) with Eϕ(x 0 ) < ∞ As in (2.15) we may choose the approximations x In this section we will prove that the functional
where´O ψ(Dv)dx is defined as in Section 2 is the lower-semicontinuous hull on L 2 of its restriction to W Proof. Let v j ∈ C 1 ∩ W 1,1 ∩ L 2 be a sequence of functions satisfying
|Dv j |dx →ˆO |Du|dx for j → ∞
